Notes February 8 (1)

- MT regrade window closes tomorrow 5pm
- HW #2 grades should be in Gradescope by tomorrow night.
- HW #3 review session tomorrow 5pm (short HW)

- PA #2 due Sunday night 11:59PM
  → Joseph may be able to have an extra OH session on Saturday – keep an
  eye out for this on Piazza

- PA #3 (DP focus) ETA ~Saturday. Not graph-centric, covers a
  few problem types often seen in SWE interviews

- 1-1 or small-group hours with TAs/tutors – link to signup
  Google Form will be posted and announced.
  → Not for current HW or PA material: this is to strengthen foundations and
  past material that is really shaky / stuck

- Today: Greedy algorithms for MST (from cut and cycle
  properties). Some extra slides that bring together (1) TSP, (2)
  DFS, (3) MST, (4) heuristic (for a hard problem) with provable
  approximation ratio